
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
                                                                                     

JEFFREY PITRE, SR., and
AWENHA PITRE
On their own behalf and on behalf of their 
children

Plaintiffs,
-against- Docket #: 5:14-CV-293

DNH/TWD

LORRIE A. SHENANDOAH,
JAMES DOOLEY,
ONONDAGA SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT,
OSWEGO SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT, and
THE ONONDAGA NATION, 
                                                                                      

ONONDAGA NATION’S  MEMORANDUM OF LAW
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS

The Onondaga Nation and Lorrie A. Shenandoah submit this Memorandum of Law in support

of their Motion to Dismiss the Complaint, pursuant to Rule 12 (b) (1), (2) and (7), and Rule 19 (a)

and (b). The Nation does not consent to this Court’s jurisdiction over it and does not waive its

sovereign immunity, but files this motion for the limited purpose of establishing this Court’s lack of

subject matter jurisdiction over the custody of these Indian children, as the Nation has exclusive

jurisdiction pursuant to the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 USC § 1901 et seq.); and the lack of

personal jurisdiction over the Nation and its officials.  The Nation is making a special appearance to

protect is sovereign immunity and to protect these Indian children.

This Motion to Dismiss is made on behalf of the Nation and on behalf of Defendant Lorrie
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A. Shenandoah, 1 who has been named in her official capacity as a foster parent, under the supervision

of the Nation.

This request for dismissal are based upon several grounds:

(A) This Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the custody of these Indian children,

due to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Nation, pursuant to ICWA, which was

recognized by the Oswego County Family Court;

(B) The Nation is a sovereign Indigenous nation with inherent sovereign immunity and

therefore the Nation is not subject to being summoned into a court;

( C) Defendant Lorrie A. Shenandoah is an official of the Nation, as a foster parent in a

foster home established and supervised by the Nation; and therefore she is also

protected from suit by the Nation’s sovereign immunity; and

(D) The Nation is a necessary and an indispensable party to this proceeding but cannot be

joined, and therefore, this matter cannot proceed in the absence of the Nation.

I.       INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND:

This custody Complaint, dated March 18, 2014, was brought by the natural parents of six

Indian children, as defined by the Indian Child Welfare Act and as recognized by the Oswego County

Family Court.  The Complaint names  the Onondaga Nation, two of its foster parents and Onondaga

and Oswego County Departments of Social Services as Defendants.  Unfortunately, the Complaint

does not give the Court a full history of the severe abuse situation that has existed in the home of

1  James Dooley is named as a Defendant in the Complaint.  However, upon information and
belief, the source of which is my conversation with Mr. Dooley on July 21, 2014, he has not been served. 
Further, on July 18, 2014 I spoke again with Onondaga County Assistant County Attorney Joanna Gozzi,
who informed that Onondaga County Department of Social Services had not be served.
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these Plaintiff parents. 

The Complaint is remarkable in its distortion of the facts, the prior legal proceedings and the

law.  It ignores the clear fact that Plaintiff father is a sexual predator of teen aged, young women; and

that his and the Plaintiff mother’s “intact family” is rife with problems of drug abuse and use in the

presence of the children, with domestic violence and with other severe parenting failures.  

The Complaint also ignores the fact that, in the summer of 2012, the children were placed by

the Oswego County Department of Social Services with the Nation, in its foster homes maintained

by maternal relatives, pursuant to the mandates of ICWA–25 USC § 1915 (b) (i) and (ii).  This

placement was necessary due to the incarceration of both parents for the rape of the oldest daughter,

while the parent smoked bath salts.  Therefore, the claim that the Nation has “rifted” this “intact”

family is entirely without merit.

The Complaint also ignores the fact that the jurisdiction over these Indian children was

properly transferred to the Nation, pursuant to ICWA–25 USC § 1911 (b)–in February of 2013 and

that neither parent objected to this proper transfer of jurisdiction.  All of these children are “Indian

children” as defined in the Indian Child Welfare Act, 25 USC § 1903 (4) because they are eligible to

be citizens of the Nation, based upon the fact that their mother is a citizen of the Nation.  Neither

parent objected at that time to the transfer of jurisdiction to the Nation pursuant to ICWA.  The

children have been in stable Nation foster homes for two years.

Essentially, the Complaint attempts to sweep away the clear dictates and definitions of ICWA,

by making unsupported claims that these children are not Indian children; and that the Plaintiff mother

can nullify ICWA by her choice to separate herself from the Nation and its culture, language and

ceremonies.  Such positions are not supported by either federal or New York State law.  
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All of these children were the subject of a Severe Abuse Petition filed against Awenha and

Jeffrey Sr., in Oswego County Family Court, in 2012, under Docket No. NA-1878-12, and within

that proceeding, the children were removed from the parental home and placed in Nation foster

homes in the summer of 2012.  Later, within that proceeding, Oswego County Family Court Judge

Kimberley M. Seager properly recognized that ICWA applied and that exclusive jurisdiction over

these Indian children was with the Onondaga Nation. The Permanency Hearing Order, dated February

6, 2013, concluded by recognizing “the transfer of the proceedings to the jurisdiction of the

Onondaga Nation.”

II. THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT:

As documented in the relevant provisions of ICWA, cited below, the jurisdiction over these

Indian children remains properly with the Onondaga Nation.  The exclusivity of that jurisdiction is

clearly mandated in 25 USC § 1911:

25 U.S.C. § 1911. Indian tribe jurisdiction over Indian child custody
proceedings

(a) Exclusive jurisdiction
An Indian tribe shall have jurisdiction exclusive as to any State over

any child custody proceeding involving an Indian child. . . .  Where an Indian
child is a ward of a tribal court, the Indian tribe shall retain exclusive
jurisdiction, notwithstanding the residence or domicile of the child.   

The former case in Oswego County Family Court, under Docket No. NA-1878-12, was

clearly a “child custody proceeding” as defined in ICWA under 25 USC § 1903 (1), because these

children had been removed from the abusive home of the Plaintiff parents.  See:

25 U.S.C. § 1903. Definitions
For the purposes of this chapter, except as may be specifically

provided otherwise, the term–
(1) “child custody proceeding” shall mean and include–

(I) “foster care placement” which shall mean any action
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removing an Indian child from its parent of Indian custodian
for temporary placement in a foster home . . . 

Therefore, once these children were recognized as wards of the Onondaga Nation, the Nation

had, and maintains, exclusive jurisdiction.  Given the provisions of ICWA, this exclusive jurisdiction

remains with the Nation, at least until another court rules otherwise, and that court has properly

afforded the Nation the right to participate and be heard.  No such subsequent court ruling has taken

place, so the Onondaga Nation retains the authority (jurisdiction) to determine the custody of these

Indian children.

The Nation has exercised its exclusive jurisdiction and has placed the children in Indian foster

homes in Syracuse, which are supervised by the Nation.  The Nation has maintained exclusive

jurisdiction over DP–DOB: 2002, SP–DOB: 2005, DP–DOB: 2007, and SP–DOB: 2012 and has

placed them in the Defendant Lorrie A. Shenandoah Indian foster home in Syracuse, which is also

supervised by the Nation.  Ms. Shenandoah is a maternal relative of the children and Awenha Pitre. 

Likewise, the Nation’s exclusive jurisdiction over EP–DOB: 2010 has been maintained and she has

been place in the James and Guyyuh Dooley foster home, where the foster mother, Guyyuh  is the

sister of the Plaintiff mother, Awenha Pitre.

III. THIS COURT LACKS SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION BECAUSE THE
ONONDAGA NATION MAINTAINS EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION,
PURSUANT TO THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT:

It is a fundamental precept that federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction.  Owen

Equipment & Erection Co. V. Kroger, 437 US 365, 374 (1978).  Subject matter jurisdiction must be

specifically authorized by statute.
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The burden of demonstrating that the requirements of federal subject matter jurisdiction have

been met rests with these Plaintiffs, as the parties asserting this claim of custody.  Kokkonen v.

Guardian Life Insurance Co., 511 US 376, 377 (1994).  Further, there is a presumption against

subject matter jurisdiction.  Id.  

28 USC § 1331 may authorize subject matter jurisdiction over a cause of action, but it does

not, by itself, defeat a well-founded assertion of sovereign immunity.  High Country Citizens Alliance

v. Clarke, 454 F. 3d 1177, 1181 (10th Cir. 2006).  These Plaintiffs have not met their burden of

pleading subject matter jurisdiction.  This Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction for at least two

fundamental reasons.

A. The Care and Custody of the Subject Children Was Properly Awarded to
the Onondaga Nation, Pursuant to the Indian Child Welfare Act by the
Oswego County Family Court:

¶ 15 of the Complaint, under the title: “ Cause of Action”, states that the Plaintiff parents

“assert that the Defendants, individually and collectively, wrongfully hold custody of the Children .

. . .”  Therefore, the subject matter of this Complaint is the care and custody of these children.

As noted above, on February 6, 2013 the Oswego County Family Court transferred the

jurisdiction over these Indian children to the Nation.  The parents did not object at that time.  The

parents did not file a notice of appeal.  Therefore, the exclusive jurisdiction over the care and custody

of these Indian children remain with the Nation; and this Court lack subject matter jurisdiction.

As clearly mandated in 25 USC § 1911, the exclusive jurisdiction over these Indian children

remains properly with the Onondaga Nation.  Further, § 1911 (d) mandates that: “The United States

. . . shall give full faith and credit” to that exclusive jurisdiction and the Nation decisions pursuant
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thereto. 

B. This Complaint Is a Direct Attack on the Order of the Oswego County Family
Court and Is Barred by the Rooker/Feldman Doctrine:

This Complaint asks this Court to essentially vacate the February 6, 2013 Order of the

Oswego County Family Court, which recognized Nation jurisdiction.  The Plaintiff parents did not

object to that Order at the time and they have not appealed that Order in State court.  

Even in circumstances where a federal question may be found in a well-pleaded

complaint–which is not the case here–it is well settled that district courts have no authority to hear

challenges to existing state court judgments.  See: Rooker v. Fidelity Trust Co., 263 US 413, 416

(1923); District of Columbia Court of Appeals v. Feldman, 460 US 462, (1983).  The Ninth Circuit

explained the Rooker/Feldman doctrine as follows:

If claims raised in the federal court action are “inextricably intertwined” with
the state court ruling or require the district court to interpret the application
of state laws or procedural rules, then the federal complaint must be dismissed
for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.  Bianchi v. Rylaarsdam, 334 F. 3d 895.
898 (9th Cir. 2003).

A federal court must focus on the nature of the relief sought.  Id. at 900.  If a disgruntled plaintiff

seeks to undo a state court’s decision, a federal court cannot hear the action even though her claims

may not have been fully and fairly litigated in state court. Id. at 901.

These Plaintiffs might have properly invoked federal subject matter jurisdiction, had they

claimed that this Complaint was filed pursuant to 25 USC § 1914.  See: Doe v. Mann, 285 F. Supp.

2d 1229, 1233 (ND Ca. 2003).  However, not only did they not invoke § 1914; their Complaint states

that ICWA is inapplicable to these children.  See: Complaint ¶ 44: “[T]he Children  . . . are not

subject to the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 USC 1901–1963.”
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IV. THE NATION’S INTEREST IN THIS PROCEEDING and CONCERN FOR THESE
CHILDREN:

The Nation is deeply concerned about two fundamental aspects of this Family Court litigation,

in general: (a) that the safety and well being of these children would be seriously at risk if these

Plaintiff parents were awarded custody; and (b) that any custody order issued in this proceeding

would violate the Nation’s recognized exclusive jurisdiction and the full faith and credit mandate of

the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The Nation’s interest in these children, may best be illustrated by the Congressional findings

which are found in 25 USC 1901 (3) :

[T]here is no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and
integrity of Indian tribes2 than their children and that the United States has a
direct interest . . . in protecting Indian children who are members3 of or are
eligible for membership in an Indian tribe;

(4) that an alarmingly high percentage of Indian families are broken up
by the removal . . . of their children from them by nontribal public and private
agencies and that an alarmingly high percentage of such children are placed
in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes and institutions; and

(5) that the States, exercising their recognized jurisdiction over Indian
child custody proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have
often failed to recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people and the
cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families.

A. The 2012 Oswego County Abuse Case Against These Plaintiff Parents and the
Extreme Abuse Contained Therein:

2 “Tribe” is not a term used by Onondaga or the other Haudenosaunee Nations, because they are
Nations and the 1784, 1789 and 1794 treaties which they hold with the United States recognize them as
Nations, not tribes.  I will use the term Nation, except when directly quoting the federal laws in which the
term tribe is used.

3  “Member” is also not a term used by Onondaga, because they refer to their “members” as
citizens of the Nation, as their sovereignty and separate citizenship was recognized in the Treaties of
1984, 1789 and 1794.  I will use the term citizen, except when directly quoting from federal laws.
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As noted above, all of these children were the subject of a Severe Abuse Petition filed against

Awenha and Jeffrey Sr. Pitre, in Oswego County Family Court, in 2012, under Docket No. NA-1878-

12; and within that proceeding, the children were removed from the parental home and placed in foster

care.  This Severe Abuse Petition alleged that the Plaintiff father, Jeffrey Sr., raped an older sibling of

these children SP--DOB:1998, when she was 14 years old, in the presence of the Plaintiff mother,

Awenha.  This and other acts of sexual abuse were contained in the Complaint as well as evidence of

drug usage with SP--DOB:1998 and problems of domestic violence by Plaintiff father. 

The allegations in the Severe Abuse Petition were so dangerous for the children that the

Plaintiff parents were both arrested and incarcerated and the children were removed from the home

and placed in foster care.  

With this removal, this Severe Abuse Petition was clearly a “child custody proceeding” as

defined in ICWA under 25 USC § 1903 (1), as noted above.

The Plaintiff parents are likely to continue their denial of their severe abuse, substance abuse

and domestic violence problems, by relying on the eventual recantation of the older sibling SP--

DOB:1998.  However, this denial rings hollow when compared to the Plaintiff father’s June 27, 2012

confession which he gave to an Oswego County Sheriff Investigator; and by the 19 page statement

of SP--DOB:1998 on June 25, 2012.   

Since 2012 both the Oswego County Department of Social Services and the Nation have

attempted to engage the Plaintiff parents in a service plan that would begin to address their multiple

parenting problems.  For instance, the Court’s attention is drawn to the January 25, 2013 letters to

each Plaintiff parent from the Oswego County DSS, which reflect their parenting problems.  The

Nation has also offered services to these Plaintiff parents, but they have refused this assistance.
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V. THIS COMPLAINT SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE THE ONONDAGA
NATION HAS SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY WHICH PRECLUDES INVOLUNTARY
JOINDER IN COURT ACTIONS:

Rule 12 (b) (2) provides that a motion to dismiss is appropriate when the court does not have

personal jurisdiction over the “person” of a defendant.  Since the Nation is protected from being

named as a party in a court matter by its inherent sovereign immunity, it should be dismissed as a

Defendant in this matter. 

The Nation is a sovereign Indian nation whose presence in what is now the State of New York

predates by many centuries the formation of the State.  The Nation is recognized as a sovereign Indian

nation by the Federal Government and the State of New York. See 78 Fed. Reg. 26384 (May 6, 2013).

It has been the law in the United States since 1832 that Indian nations are immune from judicial

process in this Court.  Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515 (1832) (the sovereignty of Indian nations

precludes the application of state laws to their territories).

Indian nations are immune from court process unless Congress has authorized such process

or the nation has waived its immunity. Kiowa Tribe v. Mfg. Technologies, Inc., 523 U.S. 1751, 754

(1998);  Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 58 (1978). This sovereign immunity “is a

necessary corollary to Indian sovereignty and self-governance,” Three Affiliated Tribes of the Ft.

Berthold Reservation v. Wold Eng’g, P.C., 476 U.S. 877, 890 (1986), but is conceptually and legally

distinct from the more general concept of sovereignty.   

The leading Second Circuit case on Indian nation sovereign immunity from suit is Fluent v.

Salamanca Lease Authority, 928 F. 2d 542 (2nd Cir. 1991), in which the Circuit applied and quoted

from Supreme Court decisions:

“Indian bribes have long been recognized as possessing the common-
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law immunity from suit traditionally enjoyed by sovereign powers.”  Santa
Clara Pueblo v. Martinez . . . [and] Oklahoma Tax Commission v. Citizen
Band Potowatomi Indian Tribe, 498 US 505 (1991). . . .It has long been the
rule that waiver of tribal immunity cannot be implied but rather must
be”unequivocally expressed. Martinez, 436 US at 58-59.  (928 F. 2d at 545.)

Because the Nation’s sovereign immunity prevents this Court’s exercise of jurisdiction over

it absent its consent, the Motion to Dismiss the Nation as a Defendant to this custody Complaint

should be granted.  

VI. THE NATION HAS SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY and ITS OFFICIALS ARE ALSO
PROTECTED FROM SUIT WHEN ACTING IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITIES:

This custody Complaint also names foster parents James Dooley and Lorrie A. Shenandoah

as co Defendants.  In ¶¶ 18 and 19 of this Complaint, it is admitted that these Indian children reside

in the homes of Mr. Dooley and Ms. Shenandoah, whose foster homes were established by and are

supervised by the Onondaga Nation and it’s ONFS office.  (See Lyons Affidavit, ¶ 11.)  The Plaintiffs

are  well aware that Mr. Dooley and Ms. Shenandoah are the foster parents for these Indian children

because the Plaintiff father has been the Respondent in at least two Family Court matters which sought

Orders of Protection against him, given his harassment of both foster parents.

It is the Nation’s position that, as Nation foster parents, Mr. Dooley and Ms. Shenandoah are

officials of the Nation, and that as such, they are also protected from suit by the Nation’s sovereign

immunity.

A. The Federal Courts Have Ruled That the Sovereign Immunity of Indian Nations
Protects Nation Officials and Agents:

In Catskill Development, LLC v, Park Place Entertainment Corp., 206 F.R.D 78 (S.D.N.Y
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2002), the Southern District was asked to review the same issue that is presented here:  whether an

Indian nation’s sovereign immunity protected its leaders in civil litigation.  Catskill involved a dispute

between rival casino development companies, competing to be able to work with the St. Regis

Mohawk government to develop a casino in the Catskills.  The plaintiff had issued subpoenas to St.

Regis officials for banking records. Based on well-settled law, the District Court upheld the Magistrate

Judge’s recommendation to quash these subpoenas.

In so holding, the Catskill court held that Indian nations’ sovereignty and immunity deserve

the same protection as that of the United States:

The doctrine of tribal immunity from suit is well established. See
Kiowa Tribe of Okla. v. Manufacturing Technologies, Inc., 523 U.S. 751,
754 118 S.Ct. 1700, 140 L.Ed.2d 981 (1998) (reaffirming that an Indian tribe
is not subject to suit in a state court unless “Congress has authorized the suit
or the tribe has waived immunity”). It is equally well-settled that tribal
sovereign immunity does not extend to individual members of a tribe.
Puyallup Tribe, Inc. v. Dep't of Game of State of Washington, 433 U.S. 165,
97 S.Ct. 2616, 53 L.Ed.2d 667 (1977); Romanella v. Hayward, 933 F.Supp.
163, 167–68 (D.Conn.1996). Tribal immunity does extend, however, to
tribal officials when acting in their official capacity and within their
scope of authority. Davis v. Littell, 398 F.2d 83, 84–85 (9th Cir.1968), cert.
denied. 393 U.S. 1018, 89 S.Ct. 621, 21 L.Ed.2d 562 (1969); Niagara
Mohawk Power Corp. v. Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians, 862 F.Supp.
995, 1002 (W.D.N.Y.1994). Id. at 86.  . . .  

The sovereign immunity of Indian tribes is coexistensive with that of
the United States.”  Id. at 87 and 88. (Internal citations omitted and emphasis
added.)

Second Circuit decisions following Catskill are consistent with its ruling that as sovereigns,

Indian nations and their leaders cannot be subjected to court processes and claims without their

consent.   For example, in Chayoon v. Chao, 355 F. 3d 141 (2d Cir. 2004), the court held that the

plaintiff, a casino employee, could not circumvent Indian nation sovereign immunity by merely naming

officer or employees of the nation when the complaint concerned actions taken in their official or
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representative capacities and there was no supported allegation that they had acted outside their scope

of authority.  See also: Frazier v. Turning Stone Casino, 254 F. Supp. 2d 295 (N.D.N.Y. 2003.)   If

Indian nation immunity protects commercial operations, it should certainly also be afforded to foster

parents.  

District Courts within the Second Circuit have also recognized the broad protection afforded

to Indian nations’s employees and official under the umbrella of the nations’ sovereign immunity.  One

illustrative district court decision is Bassett v. Mashantucket Pequot Museum, 221 F. Supp. 2d 271

(D. Conn., 2002), in which a movie company attempted to sue the museum’s Executive Director and

its Projects Director.  In dismissing the suit against the two directors on the ground of Pequot

sovereign immunity, the court held:

Tribal sovereign immunity even covers commercial activities occurring off a
tribe’s reservation. . . .  Additionally, tribal immunity may extend to entities
that are agencies of the tribe, . . . as well as individual tribal officers acting
within their representative capacity and within the scope of their official
authority.

The plaintiffs contend that tribal immunity for tribal officials extends
only to high-level officials or official who are performing governmental
functions and exercising discretion. . . .  However, district courts within the
Second Circuit have not held that such a limitation exists. . . .  These decisions
hold that tribal immunity extends to all tribal employees acting within their
representative capacity and within the scope of their official capacity.  ( Id. at
277 and 278, Internal citations and quotations omitted.)

In this custody proceedings, Defendants Dooley and Shenandoah are clearly sued in their

official capacity as Nation supervised foster parents, and are thus clearly protected from suit by the

Nation’s immunity.

The law in the Second Circuit on this issue is uniformly consistent with decisions from other

Circuit Courts of Appeals.  In Breakthrough Management Group v. Chukchansi Gold Casion and
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Resort, 629 F. 3d 1173 (10th Cir. 2010),  the Tenth Circuit held that discovery was not available

against nation officials within the context of resolving a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter

jurisdiction.  This is precisely the circumstance of the case at bar, and this ruling should therefore guide

this Court’s consideration of this motion.  Likewise, in Bishop Paiute Tribe v. County of Inyo, 275

F. 3d 893 (9th Cir. 2002), overruled on other grounds, (538 U.S. 701), the Ninth Circuit ruled that

search warrants directed at tribal employee records, were not authorized because they violated tribal

sovereign immunity:

Moreover, at issue is not just the Tribe’s right to protect the
confidentiality of its employee records, but the more fundamental right of
the Tribe not to have its policies undermined by the states and their
political subdivisions. . . .   We conclude that the execution of a search
warrant against the Tribe interferes with “the right of reservation Indians
to make their own laws and be ruled by them.”  (Citing Williams v. Lee,
358 US 217, 220 (1959));  (Id. at 902.  Internal citations omitted and
emphasis added.)

The most recent federal Circuit Court decision in this area is also in agreement.  In Alltel

Communications, LLCv. DeJordy, 675 F. 3d 1100 (8th Cir. 2011), the Eighth Circuit quashed a third

party subpoenas duces tecum directed at the Oglala Sioux Tribe and its leaders. The court concluded:

It is well established that “Indian tribes possess the common-law immunity
from suit traditionally enjoyed by sovereign powers.” U.S. v. Red Lake Band
of Chippewa Indians, 827 F. 32d 380, 382 (8th Cir. 1987). . . .  The doctrine
applies broadly to a tribe’s commercial activities outside its reservation. See:
Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Okla.,
498 U.S. 505, 510-11 (1991); Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49,
58 (1978).  “[T]ribal immunity is a matter of federal law.”  Kiowa Tribe of
Okla. v. Mfg. Techs., Inc. 523 U. S. 751, 756 (1998).  (Id., at 1102.)

If the Nation and some of its leaders are subjected to civil suit against their will, this Court

would undermine the fundamental right of the Nation to self government, as any ruling by this Court
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would be in violation of the Nation’s exclusive jurisdiction and the full faith and credit provisions of

the Indian Child Welfare Act, which is discussed more completely below.

VII. THE PURPOSE OF ICWA IS TO PROTECT INDIAN CHILDREN AND AN INDIAN
NATION’S INTERESTS IN RETAINING ITS CHILDREN IN ITS SOCIETY.

ICWA’s stated purpose is “to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote the

stability and security of Indian tribes and families by the establishment of minimum Federal

standards for the removal of Indian children from their families and the placement of such children

in foster or adoptive homes which will reflect the unique values of Indian culture.”  25 USC § 1902. 

The focus of ICWA is on the interests of the child and the child’s nation–not the parents.  

According to the House Report accompanying ICWA, the Act “seeks to protect the rights of

the Indian child as an Indian and the rights of the Indian community and the tribe in retaining

its children in its society.”  (H.R. Rep. No. 95-1386, pp. 23-24 [1978], U.S. Code Cong. & Admin.

News 1978, pp. 7530, 7546).  Emphasis added.

The New York State Appellate Division First Department has further explained this purpose

of ICWA, by citing to the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Mississippi Band of Choctaw

Indians v. Holyfield, 490 US 30 (1989): “ICWA seeks to achieve this goal by establishing ‘a Federal

policy that, where possible, an Indian child should remain in the Indian community’.  In re Baby

Boy C., 27 AD 3d 34, (4th Dept. 2005).  Emphasis added.

A. Placement of These Indian Children in Nation Foster Homes Followed the
Substantive Standards Set Forth in 25 USC § 1915:

Plaintiffs claim that the Nation has maintained jurisdiction and custody “without lawful

authority”.  (Complaint ¶¶ 8 and 11.)  Aside from the fact that this claim ignores the reality of the
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Plaintiff father’s abusive behavior, it also ignores the fact that the summer 2012 placements by the

Oswego County Department of Social Services in the Nation foster homes of maternal relatives

Defendants Dooley and Shenandoah properly followed the mandates for placements under 25 USC

§ 1915. 

Again the rulings of the First Department in Baby Boy C, are clear on this point:

Finally, 25 USC § 1915 provides substantive standards for placements
of Indian children. . . .  25 USC § 1915 (a) . . . states: . . .”[A] preference shall
be given, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a placement with (1)
a member of the child’s extended family; (2) other members of the Indian
child’s tribe; or (3) other Indian families.  These preferences have been
described by the Supreme Court as “[t]he most important substantive
requirements imposed on state courts” (Holyfield, at 36, 109 S.Ct. 1597).

At the time of the placement of these Indian children, in September of 2012, the children were

properly placed with relatives of the mother and no good cause to the contrary was raised.

C. Nation Jurisdiction Under ICWA Was Not Meant to Be Defeated by Individual
Nation Citizens or Parents:

Complaint claims that the Nation maintains custody and jurisdiction “without lawful authority” 

and “over the objection of the parents”, (Complaint, p. 10.).  The Complaint further claims that: “there

is no provision of the Indian Child Welfare Act that permits such conduct by the Onondaga Nation

or its agents”  (Complaint ¶53); and that, therefore, ICWA does not apply to these Indian children. 

Once again, this assertion is wrong and is not supported by federal or state law, as explained by the

First Department in Baby Boy C:

[T]he Supreme Court’s discussion in Holyfield regarding the relative
interests of the parents, the child and the tribe in the application of ICWA has
great significance.  In rejecting the notion that ICWA could be avoided by the
fact that the parents has “voluntarily surrendered” the child, the Holyfield
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court stated that tribal jurisdiction was not meant to be defeated by the
actions of individual tribe members or parents, “for Congress was
concerned not solely about the interest of Indian children and families, but
also about the impact on the tribes themselves of the large number of Indian
children adopted by non-Indians.”  (Id. At 49, 109 S.Ct. 1587 [emphasis
added], citing 25 USC § 1901 [3] [“there is no resource that is more vital
to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes that their
children”])

The Holyfield court also emphasized that a major concern of Congress
was the “detrimental impact” on the Indian children themselves of being
placed outside their culture in non-Indian homes (Id. at 49-50, 109 S.Ct.
1597).  To this end, Congress made ICWA’s jurisdiction and placement
provisions applicable not only to involuntary removals of Indian children, but
also to voluntary adoptions involving placement with non-Indian families
“because of concerns going beyond the wishes of individual parents.” (Id.
at 50, 109 S.Ct. 1597).  27 AD 3d at 43.  Emphasis [in bold] added.

VIII. THE PLAINTIFFS’ CUSTODY COMPLAINT SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE
THE NATION IS A NECESSARY PARTY THAT CANNOT BE JOINED

A. The Nation’s Interest in this Proceeding and Concern for These Children:

The Nation is deeply concerned about two fundamental aspects of this custody litigation: (a)

that the safety and well being of these children would be seriously at risk if these Plaintiff parents were

awarded custody; and (b) that any custody order issued in this proceeding would violate the Nation’s

recognized exclusive jurisdiction and the Indian Child Welfare Act.

As noted in section III, above, the Nation’s interest in these children, is be illustrated by the

Congressional findings which are found in 25 USC § 1901, which recognizes that: “there is no

resource that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children.” 

ICWA’s Full Faith and Credit Provisions:

The Court’s attention is also drawn to the provisions of 25 USC § 1911 (d):
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(D) Full faith and credit to public acts, records, and judicial
proceedings of Indian tribes

The United States, every State, every territory or possession of the
United States, and every Indian tribe shall five full faith and credit t the public
acts, records, and judicial proceedings of any Indian tribe applicable to Indian
child custody proceedings to the same extent that such entities give full faith
and credit to the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of any other
entity.

See also: Matter of Adoption of T.R.M., 525 NE 2d 298 (Sup. Ct. Ind., 1988), and In re

Interest of C.W., 479 NW 2d 105 (Sup. Ct. Neb. 1992), which both apply this clear provision.  

B. The Safety of these Indian Children:  the 2012 Oswego County Abuse Case

Against These Plaintiff Parents and the Extreme Abuse Contained Therein:

These children were the subject of a Severe Sexual Abuse Petition filed against the Plaintiff

parents, in Oswego County Family Court, in 2012, under Docket No. NA-1878-12; and within that

proceeding, the children were removed from the parental home and placed in foster care.  This Severe

Abuse Petition alleged that the Plaintiff father, Jeffrey Sr., raped an older sibling of these children SP--

DOB:1998, when she was 14 years old, in the presence of, and with the assistance of the Plaintiff

mother, Awenha.  This and other acts of sexual abuse were contained in the Oswego County Petition,

as well as evidence of drug usage by the Plaintiff parents, with SP--DOB:1998 and problems of

domestic violence by Jeffrey Sr. . 

The allegations in the Severe Abuse Petition were so dangerous for the children that the

Plaintiff parents were both arrested and incarcerated and the children were removed from the home

and placed in foster care.  Oswego County DSS communicated with the Nation Family Services Office

and the children were placed in the Dooley and Shenandoah foster homes.

With this removal, this Severe Abuse Petition was clearly a “child custody proceeding” as
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defined in ICWA under 25 USC § 1903 (1); and on February 6, 2013, the Oswego County Family

Court recognized the exclusive jurisdiction, over these Indian children by the Nation, pursuant to 25

USC § 1911 (a).  The then Respondent father did not object to this.  

The Plaintiff parents are likely to continue their denial of their severe abuse, substance abuse

and domestic violence problems, by relying on the eventual recantation of the older sibling SP--

DOB:1998.  However, this denial rings hollow when compared to the Plaintiff father’s June 27, 2012

confession which he gave to an Oswego County Sheriff Investigator; and to the 19 page statement of

SP--DOB:1998, on June 25, 2012.   

Further dysfunction in the home of the Plaintiff parents is found in the anger management

issues exposed in the Orders of Protection that both foster homes have needed to obtain.  

Since 2012, both the Oswego County Department of Social Services and the Nation have

attempted to engage the Plaintiff parents in a service plan that would begin to address their multiple

parenting problems.  For instance, the Court’s attention is drawn to the January 25, 2013 letters to

each Plaintiff parent from the Oswego County DSS.  The Plaintiff parents have consistently refused

the services offered to them which would begin to address their severe parenting problems.

C. The Nation Would be Inequitably Affected by any Ruling of this Court
Adjudicating Custody of these Indian Children

Rule 19 (a) defines a required party, who “must be joined . . . if . . . that person claims an

interest relating to the subject of the action and is so situated that disposing of the action in the

person’s absence may . . . impair or impede the person’s ability to protect that interest.”  Because

the Nation is concerned about the custody and protection of these Indian children and because the

Nation has exclusive jurisdiction over them, a ruling by this Court would have a dramatically
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inequitable effect upon the Nation.

The Nation has exclusive jurisdiction over these Indian children, and another factor for this

Court to weigh in evaluating whether the Nation is an necessary party is the “full faith and credit”

mandates of the Indian Child Welfare Act, particularly 25 USC § 1911 (d).

 The control and decision making about the custody and protection of the Nation’s children,

particularly after the Nation has been recognized as having ICWA exclusive jurisdiction over these

same children, is one of the fundamental aspects of the Nation’s sovereignty.  Any decision by this

Court relative to the custody and protection of these Nation children would interfere with the Nation’s

sovereignty and internal governance.  

It is the Nation’s position that given the full faith and credit mandate of ICWA and the previous

recognition of the Nation’s exclusive jurisdiction over these Indian children, that dismissal is mandated

on this ground alone.  Any decision in this custody proceeding would be in violation of the Nation’s

exclusive jurisdiction and also in violation of federal law. 

Because the Nation is a required party, and because it enjoys sovereign immunity, which it can

not and has not waived, the Court then needs to evaluate, pursuant to Rule 19 (b), whether this

custody proceeding that relates to Nation children, within exclusive jurisdiction of the Nation, can

proceed in the absence of the Nation, be evaluating the four factors listed in 19 (b).

Guidance in evaluation the four Rule 19 (b) factors, in the absence of a necessary sovereign,

has been provided by the Second Circuit in Fluent, supra, which involved old land leases in which the

Seneca Nation had fundamental interests.  The Circuit affirmed the finding by the Western District that

the Nation was a indispensable party, under Rule 19 (a) and then went on to examine the 19 (b)

factors.  The Circuit also affirmed the District Court dismissal under Rule 19 (b):
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It has been held that when an indispensable party is immune from suit, there
is very little room for balancing of the other factors set out in Rule 19 (b),
because immunity may be viewed as one of those interests compelling by
themselves. . . .  The rationale behind the emphasis placed on immunity in the
weighing of rule 19 (b) factors is that the case is not one where some
procedural defect such as venue precludes litigation of the case.  Rather, the
dismissal turns on the fact that society has consciously opted to shield Indian
tribes from suit without Congressional or tribal consent.  928 F. 2d at 548.

It is respectfully submitted that if this Court applies the same analysis that was used by the

Court of Appeals in Fluent, all of the four Rule 19 (b) factors would weigh in favor of dismissal,

consistent with the “very little room” standard set forth in Fluent for dismissal when a indispensable,

but sovereign party can not be joined.

The first Rule 19 (b) factor, relative to the prejudice that would accrue from the dismissal of

the Nation as a party, would also favor dismissal.   As noted above, 25 USC § 1911 (d) mandates that

state courts grant full faith and credit to the Nation’s decisions made pursuant to their exclusive

jurisdiction.  The importance of the exclusive jurisdiction of the Nation is demonstrated by the

language and history of ICWA.

Further, as document in ¶ 8 of the Lyons Affidavit, the Nation is also concerned that its

children live in an environment where they will have access to the Onondaga language, and cultural

ceremonies.  The Nation has also worked to establish a support system for children and all of its

citizens with the health clinic and the healing center, on the Nation territory. 

The second 19 (b) factor, whether the prejudice might have been, or may in the future be

avoided, also weighs in favor of dismissal, just as it did in Swezey.  The immunity principle for Indian

nations, and the importance of the protection of its children to the Nation are also fundamental

principles of United States Indian law which must be honored and preserved.  There is no protective
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provision that might be issued by this Court that would in any way, reduce the inequitable affect of

a ruling on custody, in violation of the Nation’s exclusive jurisdiction over these children.

The third 19 (b) factor, whether another effective remedy is available, would also favor

dismissal, as Plaintiffs have been offered the services of the Nation’s Family Services Office, with an

invitation to follow the service plan as outlined by the Oswego County DSS in Exhibit “F”.  See

Affidavit of Laverne Lyons, ¶ 18.

The final 19 (b) factor, whether an adequate judgment might be rendered in the absence of the

Nation as a party, also weighs heavily in favor of dismissal.   The Nation will not be able to accept a

ruling from a foreign sovereign as to protection of its children, violation of its exclusive jurisdiction,

because a conflict of laws would be created.   Further, if this Court were to persist in ruling on the

custody issue and then in issuing enforcement orders to New York law enforcement agencies, this

conflict of law and jurisdiction could well become even more troublesome.

IX. THE CHILDREN HAVE BEEN ABLE TO TAKE PART IN THE NATION’S
CULTURE, LANGUAGE, AND CEREMONIES AND TO BE INVOLVED WITH
MANY EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS:

Attached hereto, as Exhibit “A”, is the Supplemental Affidavit of Laverne Lyons, a member

of the Nation’s Council of Chiefs and Director of the Nation’s Office of Family Services, in which Mr.

Lyons documents how these children have been exposed to and involved in the Onondaga language,

by attending the Nation school or by attending the Nation’s summer language programs.

Mr. Lyons also details that these children have been able to attend ceremonies at the Nation’s

Longhouse, and that they have been given Onondaga names. 

Finally, this Supplemental Affidavit relates that these children have been able to be visited by

many extended family members and to attend extended family gatherings.
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All of these aspects of these children’s lives, while in the Nation’s foster homes, for the past

two years, have been important to the children and their well being, and to the Nation and our

community.

X. THE NATION HAS NOT DENIED ACCESS TO THE CHILDREN; IT HAS
MANDATED THAT THE PARENTS AGREE TO SERVICES TO ADDRESS THEIR
SEVERE PARENTING FAILURES:

The Complaint also claims that the Nation has denied the Plaintiffs access and visitation to

these Indian children.  Once again, the father turns reality on its head and blames others for his failures. 

The Nation has offered a visitation plan with supervised visits, drug testing, substance abuse treatment

and counseling, sexual offender treatment and counseling, domestic violence treatment and counseling,

and parenting education and counseling.  See: May 19, 2014 letter from Nation General Counsel to

Ms. Blitman–who represented the Plaintiff father in his now dismissed Onondaga County Family Court

custody action, annexed to Heath Affirmation, as Exhibit “D”.  This is the same litany of services that

were set forth as necessary by the Oswego County Department of Social services in its January 25,

2013 letter to the parents.  A copy of this letter is annexed to Heath Affirmation, as Exhibit “E”, 

Unfortunately, the father has refused to cooperate with the Nation or engage in the necessary

services.  See June 10, 2014 responding letter from Ms. Blitman, which concludes with “he [the father]

will not seek services with the Onondaga Nation.  This letter is annexed hereto, as Exhibit “D”. 

Instead, the father claims the right to decide what services are needed and that he can select the service

provider.  
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should issue an Order dismissing this custody proceeding

because the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction and personal jurisdiction over the nation and its

officials and agents who are indispensable parities.   Further, any ruling by this Court would violate

the Nation’s Indian Child Welfare Act exclusive jurisdiction and the full faith and credit which United

States  courts are mandated to afford that exclusive jurisdiction.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Joseph J. Heath        
Joseph J. Heath 505660

July 22, 2014
Syracuse, New York
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